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1.

EXT. RUNYON CANYON PEAK - NIGHT
ALEX and AUSTIN reach the peak of the canyon and look out
at the city lights.
ALEX
Wow. Never thought I'd enjoy this view so
much.
AUSTIN
Right? Can't believe you were gonna puss
out.
Yeah, yeah.

ALEX

AUSTIN
What - they cut your balls off at
college? That like part of the hazing or
something?
ALEX
There weren't any frats at my school.
Yeah?

AUSTIN

ALEX
Hazing is what frats do. It's not a
college thing - it's a frat thing.
AUSTIN
Well they do it in the military. So it's
not just a frat thing. Don't believe me
just ask my cousin Frankie. Served two
tours. Semper Fi!!
ALEX
How's he doing?
AUSTIN
Hmmm? I don't know. He doesn't... he
doesn't party much anymore. His mom just - I guess he stays in his room a lot. So
no frats? That's lame. Why even bother
going to college?
ALEX
There were parties, just... honestly
there wasn't much time for it. The work
load was pretty intense.
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AUSTIN
I feel ya. Same here. End of every month
the sales fucks have to hit their
numbers. Which means the warehouse slaves
are busting hump till almost midnight
movin' them boxes.
ALEX
That must suck.
AUSTIN
Whatever. "Man up. Suck it up. But don't -"
AUSTIN/ALEX
"Fuck it up!"
AUSTIN
Oh, shit! Almost forgot... (pulls a large
flask from his inner coat pocket) Time to
catch a tasty buuuzzz. (removes cap and
takes a slug) Thank you, sir - may I have
another? (takes another - pushes flask
toward Alex) Shotgun!
ALEX
No, I'm good.
AUSTIN
Not yet you ain't but you will be!
Special concoction I've come up with.
Give it a hit.
ALEX
That's alright.
AUSTIN
Bitch - hit this shit!
Alex relents and takes a slug.
ALEX
What the hell...?
Right?

AUSTIN

ALEX
That tastes like... what? That candy...
AUSTIN
Mary Janes! Sweet, huh?
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ALEX
Sweet is right. You should serve that
with a side of insulin.
AUSTIN
Yeah. Go ahead - hit that shit son. You
got some catching up to do. The party
started for me a little early if you know
what I'm sayin.
ALEX
I thought you just came from work?
AUSTIN
Yo, chillax, Dr. Buzzkill. A little
something something in my BigGulp and
them boxes are still gettin moved.
ALEX
Austin if they smell it on your breath
they'll fire you on the spot.
AUSTIN
Jesus, relax bro! The only person might
smell my breath is my supe... who also
happens to be my weed dealer.
ALEX
Are you kidding me?
AUSTIN
Yuuuup! Talk about your one stop
shopping. Besides, Narco - when did you
turn C.I? As I recall you didn't pass on
the jay when we were rollin' in the bakemobile headin to the Super-Pooper.
ALEX
That was a long time ago man.
AUSTIN
Not for me. Same game, different name.
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